Click here to access the portal and navigate to different pages/sections of the PRMN web application (Displacement, Protection, Publications, Interactive Dashboards, About and Contact).

Shows the real-time displacement information in Somalia.

Shows the real-time protection information in Somalia.

Access the interactive displacement and protection dashboard.

Access the publications such as monthly/regional updates and flash reports.

More information about PRMN’s methodology, strengths and limitations.

Send feedback to PRMN team on improvements, technical issues, etc.

Click to filter preferred information such as date period, current region/districts, previous region/districts, needs, and causes. Download the data based on filtered information.

Shows the total population based on the filtered information including the specified date period.

Shows the top regions where IDPs arrive, the causes of displacement and their priority needs.

Shows the real-time displacement information in Somalia.

Shows the real-time protection information in Somalia.

Access the interactive displacement and protection dashboard.

Access the publications such as monthly/regional updates and flash reports.

More information about PRMN’s methodology, strengths and limitations.

Send feedback to PRMN team on improvements, technical issues, etc.

Shows the total population based on the filtered information including the specified date period.

Shows the top regions where IDPs arrive, the causes of displacement and their priority needs.

Shows the arrival of population at settlement level color coded by reasons of displacement. Click the bubbles to get more information about the displacement.

Shows the arrival trend of displaced population per week based on the filtered information.

Allows visitors to subscribe to daily, weekly, or monthly alerts on displacement information in their preferred region. Specify your email address, organization, select the region and check the frequency.

For more details on the PRMN Portal, you can access the full user’s manual here.

http://prmn-somalia.unhcr.org/